
Retail agents such as Thomas Cook, First Choice
or Co-operative Travel sell thousands of holidays
each year on behalf of tour operators, cruise
companies and other travel providers. If the
relationship between the customer and the retail
agent is that of traditional agency then the main
contract will be between the customer and the
holiday company. There is
usually no contract between
the customer and the booking
agent. The recent case of
McKay v Thomas Cook Retail
Limited (t/a Cruise Thomas
Cook) (unreported Slough
County Court, 29 November
2012) illustrates how a retail agent can be held
liable to a customer in damages as a result of
inaccurate representations which go on to form
the basis of a “collateral contract”.

The facts in McKay v Cruise
Thomas Cook

Perhaps unusually, the facts in this case were
largely agreed between the parties. It was
common ground that Mr McKay received a
mailshot from Thomas Cook on 8 October 2010
regarding the launch of Cunard’s new ship the
Queen Elizabeth. Of particular interest to Mr
McKay was a 14 night St Petersburg & Baltic
Explorer Cruise departing from Southampton on
14 August 2011. Mr McKay called the booking
line number advertised on the mailshot and was
greeted by one of the defendant’s specialist

cruise consultants. As an experienced cruise line
traveller, and given the particular needs of his
wife and family, Mr McKay was clear from the
outset of the conversation with the Defendant
that he needed staterooms of a particular size
and grade. Specifically, Mr McKay requested
cabins of not less than something in the region

of 700 square feet each in size.
The retail agent gave assur-
ances that the cabins were
adjacent Q4 suites each
measuring 768 square feet. On
the basis of that representa-
tion, Mr McKay proceeded to
place the booking and paid the

contract price of £25,221.

It transpired later in the afternoon on the day of
the booking that Thomas Cook’s retail agent had
been looking at the wrong page of the Cunard
brochure when speaking with Mr McKay. In fact,
the cabins were actually more like 375 square
feet each. Thomas Cook accepted it had made a
mistake (incidentally this was not the first in the
booking as the retail agent initially undercharged
Mr McKay and had to call him back to seek
authority to charge an additional amount for the
booking). Thomas Cook then offered Mr McKay a
number of options to try and correct the mistake:

1. He could change the cabins to Q3 grade at a
size of 556 square feet each and an
additional cost of £2061.

2. He could change the cabins to Q5 at the
back of the ship. These cabins would not be
adjacent but would provide square footage
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of 671 each with a larger balcony but smaller
living area.

3. Finally, it offered to cancel the booking and
give Mr McKay a full refund. 

It was not possible to give Mr McKay and his
family alternative Q4 cabins of around 700
square foot or more in size as these had already
been booked. Mr McKay had informed his wife
and family of the holiday booking and did not
want to disappoint them by cancelling.
Accordingly, he worked with Thomas Cook to find
a solution that resulted in him receiving square
footage as close as possible to what he originally
thought he had booked and which had been
promised by Thomas Cook’s
retail agent at the time of
booking. He paid an additional
£12,247 to upgrade one of the
cabins to a Q1 suite of 1110
square feet in size and kept one
of the original Q4 cabins,
thereby receiving approxi-
mately 1500 square feet of cabin as originally
promised. Mr McKay and his family duly
embarked on the cruise in August 2011. The alter-
native configuration of cabins turned out to be
far from ideal as the cabins were in different
parts of the ship which involved much to-ing and
fro-ing for Mr McKay and his family and which
inevitably impacted on their enjoyment of the
cruise.

The additional upgrade costs of £12,247 became
the subject of Mr McKay’s claim and he reserved
his right to bring proceedings against Thomas
Cook for that sum. 

Liability of the retail agent – the
“collateral contract”

Mr McKay had the option of pursuing Thomas
Cook in tort for negligent misstatement but
would have been limited to the tortious measure
of damages. Tortious damages aim to put the
claimant back in the position they would have

been in had the misrepresentation not been
made (see Doyle v Olby (Ironmongers) Ltd [1969]
2 QB 158). In Mr McKay’s case this would have
meant recovering the monies which he had paid
on the original contract. He was offered this by
the retail agent when they discovered their
mistake but chose not to accept as he wanted to
get what he originally thought he had booked, or
as close as possible to this.

In order for Mr McKay to recover the upgrade
costs from Thomas Cook, he needed to establish
it was liable for breach of contract. Given that
the main contract was with Cunard, how would
Mr McKay establish the existence of a contract

with Thomas Cook? The
answer was to be found in the
principle of a collateral
contract or collateral warranty.
In the case of J Evans & Son
(Portsmouth Ltd) v Andrea
Merzario Ltd [1976] 1 WLR
1078 it was held by Lord

Denning MR that a collateral contract may exist
where a promise or assurance is made by one
person to another with the intention that he
should act on that promise by entering into the
contract and that person does subsequently act
on the promise and enter into the contract. In
the case of Mr McKay, he was promised the
cabins would each be of at least 700 square feet
and he agreed to book the two cabins on that
basis.

The reason Thomas Cook was in the frame as the
booking agent was on the basis that a collateral
contract can exist even where the main contract
is with a third party. While Mr McKay’s main
contract was with Cunard, this did not preclude
Thomas Cook from being liable under the terms
of a collateral contract arising alongside the main
contract (see Shanklin Pier Ltd v Detel Products
Ltd [1975] 2 KB 854).

Mr McKay’s contract with Cunard was reduced to
writing; there was the booking confirmation and
incorporation of Cunard’s standard booking

He paid an additional 
£12,247 to upgrade
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terms and conditions. The size of the cabins was
not an express term of the main contract but
formed a separate, collateral, contract between
Mr McKay and Thomas Cook.

Size matters – how the repre-
sentation regarding cabin size
gained contractual status

For the representation by Thomas Cook’s retail
agent to gain contractual status, Mr McKay
needed to show it was more than mere puff but
was a contractual promise (or warranty) separate
to the main contract with Cunard. The case law
regarding whether a statement
is a warranty highlights the
importance of looking at the
intention of the parties
assessed objectively from all of
the circumstances surrounding
their dealings. In Dick Bentley v
Harold Smith [1965] 1 WLR
623 Salmon LJ framed the question as “was what
[the promisor] said intended and understood as a
legally binding promise.” (See also Esso v Mardon
[1976] QB 801 on the objective intention of the
parties.)

In the case of Mr McKay, District Judge Jones
held that the representation regarding the cabin
size did give rise to a contractual warranty. The
size of the cabins was known to be important by
Thomas Cook at the time of booking and was
discussed at length with the retail agent. The
retail agent had the brochure in front of her
whereas Mr McKay was simply responding to a
mailshot he received that morning. The judge
found that he was not browsing the cabins on
Cunard’s website at the time he placed the
booking. Mr McKay was relying on what the retail
agent told him and would not have placed the
booking if he could not secure the square
footage he desired. This was not a situation
where Mr McKay and Thomas Cook’s retail agent
were negotiating the contract price – Mr McKay

was seeking to establish certain facts regarding
the size and grade of the cabins before booking.
The statement was made shortly before Mr
McKay agreed to book the cabins and enter into
the contract for the provision of the cruise.

In the circumstances, it was submitted on behalf
of Mr McKay that it would be surprising if such
misrepresentations could be made by Thomas
Cook without any liability whatsoever on their
part.

Thomas Cook accepted in its defence that it had
misrepresented the cabin size to Mr McKay but
defended the case on the basis it was not liable

for the breach. Thomas Cook
said it could not be liable and
that the proper defendant was
the principal to the contract,
Cunard. The judge rejected
that argument, finding that it
was not enough for Thomas
Cook to simply say they were
only acting as agents for

Cunard. Nothing in the law of agency prevented
the judge from finding Thomas Cook was liable
for breach of the collateral contract.

Damages and mitigation of loss

At first glance one might question why Mr McKay
did not accept the offer of a full refund made by
Thomas Cook when it discovered its mistake. Mr
McKay wanted what he thought he would
receive. The correct measure of damages for
breach of collateral warranty is contractual. In
other words, Mr McKay was entitled to be
compensated for his loss of bargain and to be put
in the position he would have been in had the
promise been performed.

Mr McKay worked with Thomas Cook to find an
acceptable solution. This was the upgrade of one
of the cabins to a Q1 suite thereby giving him the
1500 square feet of cabin space he originally
thought he had booked. In seeking an upgrade on

Thomas Cook accepted that 
it had misrepresented 

the cabin size
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this basis, did Mr McKay adequately mitigate his
loss? Would it have been possible for him to
obtain the 1500 square feet of cabin space at a
lower cost? Thomas Cook failed to advance any
evidence as to whether an equivalent to the
original booking could have been achieved for
less than the £12,247 Mr
McKay sought to recover. In
cross-examination, it was
accepted by Thomas Cook that
no other solution was avail-
able. Mr McKay therefore
proceeded reasonably and
prudently. He purchased a
suitable, equivalent alternative almost immedi-
ately; there was no cheaper way of achieving
that result and the judge found he was entitled
to recover the full upgrade costs plus interest.

Conclusion

The case of Mr McKay illustrates the operation of
the collateral contract in a travel retail agency
setting. It shows how retail agents should take
care when making representations at the time of
booking. If those representations subsequently
turn out to be untrue and were important
enough to give rise to contractual liability then

the retail agent may be liable to the customer for
damages. It is not enough for the agent to say
they were acting on behalf of the principal and
were not a party to the main contract. If the facts
permit then the Courts are willing to find the
presence of a collateral contract. The conse-

quences of making simple
mistakes when giving informa-
tion to customers can prove to
be a costly one for travel
agents.

While the mistake may have
been genuine and unfortunate,
the agent knew that size

mattered to Mr McKay and the representation
regarding cabin size was considered to be objec-
tively important. This was enough to find the
representation amounted to a warranty which
formed the basis of a collateral contract between
Mr McKay and Thomas Cook as the retail agent.
Thomas Cook’s offer of a full refund gave Mr
McKay no option but to rescind the contract and
to waive his right to damages but this was not
sufficient to remedy the breach. Throughout, it
laboured under the misapprehension that it had
no liability to Mr McKay in respect of its breach
of collateral warranty.

It is not enough for the agent
to say they were acting 

on behalf of the principal 
and were not a party to 

the main contract
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